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Systems, etc.

Local, Regional, Technical and Support staff

Vehicles, Tools and Equipment

Process Control

Sludge Handling , Power and Chemical

Consumption

Standard Operating Procedure s / Operation

and Maintenance Manuals

Compliance with all applicable regulations and

permits

Data Management System and Computerized

Maintenance Management System

Asset Management and Condition Assessment

Predictive and Preventive Maintenance

Emergency Response

Additional Services tailored to specific client

needs

District Management

Association Management

Developer Services

Compliance Records Management

Financial Management

Revenue Collection

Lifestyle Enhancement Services

Vactor Truck, Jetting and Televising Services

Smoke Testing

Lift Station Inspection, Maintenance,

Restoration and Repairs including odor control

solutions

Water and Wastewater Plant Maintenance

Underground Utility Pipe Repair

Electrical Troubleshooting

Water and Irrigation Meter Replacements

City Manager and Procurement Services for

Municipalities

Additional Services tailored to specific client

needs  
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WE'RE HIRING,  CHECK US OUT!
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Welcome to our April newsletter. Let me start by

saying that we had a great launch for 2019 at our

recent management team meeting in Orlando, Fla.,

March 19-20. This was the third management team

meeting in the history of our company and our first as

Inframark.

 

During this event, we had the great honor of

welcoming retired Lt. Col. Rob “Waldo” Waldman as

our keynote speaker. Waldo is a decorated fighter pilot

that flew 65 combat missions and is the bestselling

author of the book Never Fly Solo. During his inspiring

and motivational speech, he talked about the

importance of teamwork and always having a

“wingman” or group of wingmen there for you in case

you run into trouble. I couldn’t agree more. I see myself

as the “wingman” for all Inframark employees and I

will always have their backs. It is a huge responsibility

that I welcome and will remain focused on!

CEO MESSAGE

CEO

S T E P H A N E  B O U V I E R

From celebrating our business and its
people to honoring our environment, this
issue celebrates our mission in every way. 
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Speaking of focus, let’s turn it to the environment. As

you know, our mission is “to be the partner and

protector of the most critical resource that helps

communities prosper.” This means organizing our

priorities and what we can do both on and off the clock

to commit to environmental sustainability.

In this issue, you will learn about this commitment in

Clinton, Miss., where we installed solar drying

chambers at the Southside Wastewater Treatment

Plant. We also proudly sponsored a tree planting effort

recently in Oroville, Calif., in which our employees took

part.

 

Remember, caring for the environment shouldn’t be

limited to the workplace. Be sure to get involved in your

community by planting trees, participating in river or

lake cleanups, or conserving energy by turning out

lights and other household items if you aren’t using

them. Any effort, no matter how small, can go a long

way!

 

Enjoy your reading!



At Inframark, we have developed a top-notch strategy of

Pure Partnership to develop strong and lasting

relationships, which has translated into success for our

South Region.  For us, partnership is part of our culture.

It’s how we conduct ourselves and how we want our

clients to see us.  This commitment is a key differentiator

in the industry and is quite apparent in the South

Region. 
 

One of the main components of this successful

partnership machine is our focus on alignment.  We

carefully develop relationships, where we connect with

clients on their terms. We listen carefully and develop a

foundation of clarity, trust, and mutual understanding,

and treat their customers and systems as ours. We also

make their goals our own and tailor the right solutions to

deliver an offering that is flexible, valuable, and cost

effective — all while addressing their specific needs and

expectations. 

 

We currently have two excellent examples of how we

demonstrate our Principles or Pure Partnership™ and

our approach to alignment to strengthen relationships

and drive ongoing improvement in our journey toward

excellence.  By doing so, we cement our commitment and

ensure a healthy and long-term relationship.

 

A Fresh-Start Approach

In 2015, the City of Hialeah, Fla., had a challenge to 

address. It needed a group of people with the right tools,

equipment, training, and leadership to address an

immediate need for its water and wastewater utility.  The

City didn’t have the luxury of time even though not all the

scope details were known at the moment.  This required

a significant investment in hiring and developing

strategies and protocols while providing all the tools and

equipment needed for the job.  This also required a non-

traditional view; we focused on making not only a fresh

start but a successful one as well.

 

Through several partnership sessions, we rolled up our

sleeves and took to the challenge.  As a result, we quickly

deployed a whole new team and put a plan together to

help the City.  Because we knew there was some

uncertainty around scope and resource needs, we

developed an approach that was robust yet flexible.  As

we worked with the client to fine-tune the scope and

services we were providing, we made the needed

adjustments.  From providing additional training and

licensing to our staff, to revising the local staffing

structure and working schedules to better suit client

needs, and even adjusting our regional structure to

better support the project, we started a journey centered

on Pure Alignment that delivered great results. 

 

We have successfully addressed the original client need

and then some, due to some of the unknowns that we

uncovered.  Through ongoing communication, we

tackled each topic and remained aligned.  This effort

wasn’t just to do what the client wanted but to explain

what they needed and to agree on how to achieve those

Pure Alignment in the Water Infrastructure

Operations.
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SONG OF THE 

SOUTH
B Y  E F R A I N  R O D R I G U E Z ,  V I C E  P R E S I D E N T  S O U T H  R E G I O N



We work together to ensure we are both

successful in a sustainable manner.

Because of this high level of alignment, we

recently joined forces to secure a contract

renewal with improved terms.  We had

multiple topics to address in order to

achieve mutually beneficial terms that are

more aligned with current market

conditions and that more closely align

with our scope, responsibilities, and client

expectations.  We are currently working

with them to propose an early contract

extension, including some additional

scope as well as committing to an

enhanced engagement in community

involvement.  The result: a win-win

solution that benefits both parties and

better positions the company to continue

to deliver services that are valued by the

client.  The commitment and dedication of

our local team is at the center of this level

of confidence that allows us to further

strengthen our continued partnerships.

 

These are just two recent success stories

where our Principles of Pure Partnership™

and Pure Alignment have paid clear

dividends.  I encourage all of us at

Inframark to embrace these values that

help us deliver true quality in a seamless

manner everywhere we provide services. 
Both at an employee and client level, this

vision results in a powerful relationship

with countless benefits that help us deliver

strong and lasting results. 

18
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goals.  Trust and mutual understanding have been a pillar of this process

and today we are in the process or confirming our mutual success by

negotiating a long-term extension with a scope expansion.  Our local team

is at the center of this endeavor and they look forward to our continued

partnerships for years to come. 
 

Commitment to Sustainable Services and Environmental Stewardship

A second example of our focus on alignment is found at our St. Lucie, Fla.,

project.  At times it can seem difficult to separate County staff from ours

(other than by the logo on our uniforms) as both the County and our staff

share a deep commitment to sustainability and environmental

stewardship.  This alignment is clear in our approach and results regarding

environmental compliance and the focus on topics such as water reuse,

biosolids handling, and the smart use of resources and facilities to

maximize efficiency and minimize waste.

 

The alignment with the County is such that we are able to have open and

honest discussions on every topic. We also seek solutions together and we

aim to address all our needs as a true partner. We have made some

adjustments to our processes in order to adapt to theirs and we have asked

them to make some adjustments when these can be helpful to us and our

team and our ability to be successful.  We have a clear understanding and

shared goal that customer service is paramount for St. Lucie costumers. 



Pure Accessibility is one of our three Principles of Pure

Partnership™ that represent our promise to our clients.

We define it as being open, honest, available and

engaged. We should take great pride in making

ourselves available to our clients at multiple levels of

both their organization and here at Inframark. 

 

The power of accessibility has been on display recently in

the IMS group as we have had several client issues and

concerns that required a high level of communication

and detail. The reason we have been successful

addressing the issues and making these clients raving

fans of Inframark is our ability and success in making key

upper-level managers accessible to clients throughout

the contract period. The clients, in all of these cases,

contacted either the Director of Property Management

Kelly Reznicek, or me, the vice president of IMS. The

clients knew how to get in touch with us because we had

reached out to them on multiple occasions over the years

to introduce ourselves and solicit feedback from the

client. They were also comfortable in our relationship

and confident in our ability, as a team, to address issues

without having to change companies.  

 

Due to our proactive approach during the entire course

of our partnership and the diligent efforts to develop

relationships at multiple levels of the client, we were able

to properly respond to difficult situations. We were 

successful in resolving concerns by getting senior

management involved and monitoring progress to

ensure continued alignment with the client.

 

The time to focus on accessibility is now, not when an

issue arises. Doing so adds “equity to the bank” so that

the communication channels are already established

when an issue does arise. We can improve client

retention by developing and maintaining positive client

relationships through working in Pure Partnership with

them and making ourselves accessible at all times and in

all situations. I wish you much success!

It Is Crucial to Always Be Available to Your Clients.

That's the Power of Pure Accessibility!
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YOUR RETENTION,

PLEASE!
B Y  C H R I S  T A R A S E ,  V I C E  P R E S I D E N T  O F  I M S



 WE CAN IMPROVE CLIENT

RETENTION BY DEVELOPING

AND MAINTAINING POSITIVE

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

THROUGH WORKING IN PURE

PARTNERSHIP WITH THEM

AND MAKING OURSELVES

ACCESSIBLE AT ALL TIMES AND

IN ALL SITUATIONS.

CHRIS TARASE:



In the Texas MUDs Region, we have a core team

consisting of enthusiastic account and project managers,

an awesome Operations Team, and a phenomenal Asset

Reliability Services Team (ARS).  Each of these groups

has a responsibility to adhere to our Principles of Pure

Partnership™, particularly in regard to Accountability.  A
key piece of our accountability is strong communications.

 

Account Management

The Account Management team is accountable to our

clients through regular and thorough communications.

What makes the Account Management function unique

is that Account Management champions the clients’

interests when interfacing with Inframark internally and

represents Inframark when interfacing with the client

externally. The account manager is responsible for

adding value by providing services and educating the

client to ensure environmental compliance and

safeguarding the health and safety of the communities

we serve.

 

Operations

Accountability is vital in exceeding both our clients’ and

company’s expectations. To surpass this expectation, we

use a repeatable process. The first step is to identify 

opportunities for improvement. This is where our

employees are empowered to identify, communicate and

be recognized for their dedication to exceeding

expectations. The second step in this process is

validation. During this step, we perform various

functions, including, collecting/analyzing data (via

metrics) and gathering employee insight and alignment

(company values, client values and regulatory

parameters). The third step is creating a predictive and

repeatable process, which must be predictive of an

outcome that is simple and easy to apply. The fourth step

is authorization while the fifth is implementation, the

timeline of which is critical and dependent upon urgency.

The last step is establishing the accountability rhythm. 
This step is ongoing and ensures accuracy, compliance

and frequency.

 

This six-step process time is relative to the complexity of

the subject. Some are quick and some are slow. Being

accountable on the Operations Team means we take

ownership. We are accountable for our actions, our

behavior, our accuracy, our safety, and our teams. In

essence, we are Purely Accountable. 

 

ARS

Accountability in a reliability and maintenance program

is key and can be measured through various metrics. One

of the metrics developed by our ARS department is a

“Weekly Approval Pending Report.” This report includes

a timeline, asset identifier and pricing on assets in need

of repair and/or replacement and keeps the project from

being lost in the system. The tool is utilized by all our

We hold ourselves accountable to our clients in the

MUDS through continuous measurement and

improvement; to our environment,through rigorous

compliance; and to each other through ongoing

safety, training, and professional development.
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LOOK IN THE 

MIRROR
B Y  T O D D  B U R R E R ,  V I C E  P R E S I D E N T  O F  T E X A S  M U D S



departments in the Texas MUDs (Account

Management, Operations and ARS) to

ensure asset repairs/replacements are

approved in a timely manner. Another

metric utilized by ARS is called the

Scheduled Maintenance Asset Reliability

Tracker (SMART). This tracker shows all

our preventative and predictive

maintenance scheduled for each month.

We can track every PM/PdM work order

from the initial milestone through

completion. By developing and utilizing

accountability metrics, Inframark ensures

our clients’ assets are operable and in

good working condition. 

 

Every part of our Texas MUDs team plays

a role in the success of our region.

 Communications with our clients,

customers, consultants and regulatory

agencies can motivate, inspire,

encourage, and show we are trustworthy. 
This reinforces our commitment to our

Principles of Pure Partnership ™, most

notably accountability.

"Being accountable on the
Operations Team means we
take ownership. We are
accountable for our actions,
our behavior, our accuracy, our
safety, and our teams. In
essence, we are Purely
Accountable."

18
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SEEING THE FOREST

Gray (the human-engineered solutions that involve pipes,

tanks, pumps and treatment plants) and green (planting trees

and restoring wetlands) infrastructure are both important

components of water infrastructure systems.

 

Green infrastructure is a relatively newer approach to

communities and helps with storm water management by

mimicking nature.  Capturing storm water through rain

gardens, planted trees and rain barrels can help reduce stress

on water systems and make the communities where they’re

installed more beautiful and healthier. 

 

It’s quite amazing how natural ecosystems such as forests are

forms of infrastructure. Forests act as natural water filtration

plants by preventing pollutants from entering streams that

supply freshwater to downstream cities and businesses. 
According to the Food and Agriculture Association of the

United Nations, a mature evergreen tree can intercept more

than 15,000 liters of water every year. That’s why we partnered

with One Tree Planted back in April 2018.  We felt that planting 

trees across America was important not only for environmental

sustainability but because this green infrastructure also can

serve the same function as our gray infrastructure.

 

Since our partnership with One Tree Planted was formed, we

have successfully donated 5,236 trees.  Doing so has

significantly offset our carbon footprint.  We have also engaged

our employees by getting their hands dirty both in Pennsylvania

at a local neighborhood park and most recently in Oroville,

Calif. (just outside Paradise), on March 23.  Unfortunately, this

beautiful area of over 150,000 acres was damaged by the

Camp Fire of 2018, which destroyed 18,000 structures. We

proudly sponsored this event while CalFire and the Butte

County Resource Conservation District experts were on hand to

instruct all the volunteers on the best planting methods for the

trees to flourish and the forest to be rebuilt.

 

The 25 volunteers planted more than 1,500 seedlings.  We truly

appreciate everyone who came out to participate.

Green Infrastructure Plays an Important Role



PROJECT

SPOTLIGHT

In our commitment to “going green,”

Inframark proactively explores energy

efficient solutions to maximize

operations at all of our plants.

Therefore, we are honored to have

assisted the City of Clinton in

establishing its position as an innovator

in wastewater treatment with the

installation of solar drying chambers

back in 2010.

 

The $4 million construct —  financed by

American Recovery & Reinvestment

stimulus funds and low interest loans

from the Mississippi Department of

Environmental Quality (MDEQ) – is the

latest advancement in the safe and

cost-efficient handling of biosolids.

Only two of its kind in Mississippi, the

state-of-the-art system relies on the sun

as its main power source, using 95%

solar energy to remove moisture from

biosolids.

 

The solar drying chambers came at a

critical time for Clinton’s Southside

Wastewater Treat Plant. As the facility

needed a solution to minimize the costs

of biosolids disposal, Inframark 

collaborated with the City’s engineer to

suggest solar energy options as a

means of dewatering biosolids. By

taking our suggestion, the City has

chosen the most optimal process for

producing Class “A” dry solids, thus

saving energy and maximizing disposal

options.

 

“We’re taking sludge slurry that’s

approximately 18 to 23 percent solids

and 82 to 77 percent water and

converting it to about 90 percent solids

and 10 percent water,” explains Project

Manager Ernest Williamson. “Housed

in solar greenhouses, the system

requires little input from operators and

works in all climates.”

 

The MDEQ has approved the results as

Class “A” sludge and the solar

chamber’s end product can be sold as

soil for consumer use, which allows

more free space in the facility’s sludge

storage lagoons.

HERE COMES THE

SUN: SOLAR DRYING

BEDS IN CLINTON,

MISS., ARE A WIN-WIN 
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Q&A with Inframark CFO, John Freebody

Since embarking on its journey as an independent

American company in 2017, Inframark has embraced a

sweeping transformational change that has expanded

the depth of its offerings, refined its service model, and

strengthened its culture. This quarter, the company

reached a new milestone in its transformation initiative

with the official launch of Kronos Workforce Ready!

 
Replacing its former HR and payroll solutions with a

unified human capital management (HCM) cloud suite

from Kronos, Inframark is following through on its IT

strategy to modernize aspects of its people operations

with a flexible, software as a service (SaaS) solution that

integrates timekeeping, HR, and payroll, and will support

the company’s mission to scale and grow.  

 

Inframark CFO John Freebody is behind the company’s

transformation initiative. He anticipates that the

reporting functionality from a single, integrated database

will allow fast and effective measurement of time,

overtime, and billable time, while helping the company

to drive margin improvement across all business streams

and measure profitability by contract. Just as importantly, 

Workforce Ready will offer all employees a simplified and 

A L E X A  M I C K L O V I C ,  K R O N O S  C O R P O R A T E  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  M A N A G E R

TECH TALK: Kronos

engaging experience to help them complete the moments

that matter most to them, every day. Once the dust settles

and the implementation is complete, John envisions an

effortless process that allows people to focus on more

impactful work, rather than data entry. 

 

 John Freebody shares his outlook on the Workforce

Ready implementation project:

 

Q: Why select Kronos for time, HR, and payroll?

 
We started looking for a new vendor to support

automated time and attendance 18 months ago, and

Kronos immediately stood out because of the company’s

40-year expertise and tenure in the

workforce management space. Because we are a people

business, capturing time accurately is a key governance

requirement, but it also drives our revenue streams to a  

certain degree, which made this selection an extremely

important decision for us.

 

At the same time, keeping our broader IT strategy in

mind, we were looking to consolidate vendors across the

board, especially in areas like HR and payroll where weA
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noticed a sizeable overlap in functionality. We decided we

wanted one fully integrated solution for time, HR, and

payroll. And while there are a lot of great vendors out

there that do one or two of these functions really well,

Kronos stood out because they excelled at all three:

Workforce Ready offers a single database and a fully

integrated platform that simplifies IT infrastructure.

 

Q: Which features of the Kronos Workforce Ready cloud

suite are you most excited about?

 
In addition to simplified IT infrastructure, we recognized

Workforce Ready as the ideal tool to help our employees

easily and quickly navigate important HR, workforce

management, and payroll processes. As our business

grows, Workforce Ready provides an excellent candidate

experience to help us make the right new hires. Its

performance management module will help managers

provide appropriate development opportunities to their

teams, and Kronos Payroll simplifies the backoffice,

allowing our payroll team to take on more strategic

initiatives while empowering employees with self-service

to get the information they want at the time they need it.

 
Further, the modern workforce expects current

technology and tools to save them time, and this has

been a big driver behind our efforts to modernize our IT

platform. With Kronos, truly the most exciting thing for us

is being able to eliminate manual timesheets. Hands

down, giving our employees the ability to simply punch in

to their shifts using a Kronos time clock is ten times more

efficient than having to fill out a manual timesheet. And,

thinking about this from the perspective of our people

managers, we anticipate that Kronos will help them track

overtime and billable hours more effectively and

accurately, while also saving them time.

 

Finally, the Kronos solution’s slick operating platform and

responsive design offer an engaging and user-friendly

experience for all employees – especially our remote

workers – whether they access the solution on a phone,

tablet, or kiosk. This is in line with our workforce’s

technology expectations today.

overcome our unique business challenges while providing

an engaging experience to our employees. We have

eliminated overlapping functionality we don’t need,

which frees up budget to invest in other areas of the

business.  Kronos has delivered a personalized service and

a product that has been tailored to our specific needs .

We’re working with a team at Kronos focused specifically

on our industry and who understand the challenges our

employees face every day.

 
In short, Kronos understands our workforce: Because we

have a high concentration of remote workers logging

250,000 work orders annually into our Hansen platform,

Kronos worked with us to design an integration that

allows us to pre-populate Workforce Ready with work

order hours from Hansen, thus automating the input of all

direct labor hours for approximately 250 mobile

operators and maintenance technicians within our

Municipal Utility District (MUD) business line. Before this

integration, we had to validate that payroll hours appear

on work orders which was a very manual process. The

capability to integrate our systems has and will continue

to be a truly transformational change for the business. 

 

Q: Do you have future plans to expand Inframark’s usage

of the Kronos Workforce Ready suite?

 
We still have a lot of settling in to do for now, but we are

open to exploring additional capabilities with the

implementation team down the line. Kronos is rapidly

innovating, and we are here to innovate with them.

Q: How else does Kronos

meet the needs of your

unique business and

workforce?  
 

Workforce Ready handles

all the complexities of our

three business units with

ease. The breadth and

scope of the suite helps us 
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INDUSTRY AWARDS

& RECOGNITION

AZ Water Safety

Award

Our Neely Water

Reclamation Facility in

Gilbert, Ariz., has been

selected to receive a

safety award from the

Arizona Water 

Conference for the current year. The

award will be given at this April’s meeting.
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Our Lititz, Penn., Water Treatment Plant (WTP) has won an Area Wide

Optimization Program (AWOP) Award from the Environmental

Protection Agency and the Association of State Drinking Water

Administrators. The Lititz WTP is only one of nine small filter plants in the

state that is being honored for its outstanding efforts toward optimizing

filter plant turbidity performance. The award, which Lititz has won for the

third consecutive year, was presented at the Pennsylvania Rural Water

Association Annual Conference in State College, Penn., on March 28

and accepted by Kyle Noll (pictured at left above).

LITITZ PLANT WINS

PENNSYLVANIA RURAL

WATER ASSOCIATION

AWOP AWARD



INDUSTRY PAPERS

& PRESENTATIONS

IT’S ALL ACADEMIC: OKC

STUDENTS BENEFIT

FROM OUR EXPERTISE

Read All About It!

Inframark Engineer Rich

McGuire published an

article “Infrastructure

Asset Management:

Evolution and

Integration” in the latest 

issue of the Utilities Tech Outlook

magazine. For your reading convenience,

click here to read the full article.

ASU Gets a Tour

On April 2, our Neely

Water Reclamation

Facility hosted an

Arizona State University

environmental class and

their Associate Professor 

We believe that there is a productive future Inframark employee in every

curious student.  As responsible environmental professionals, we feel it is

important to introduce Inframark to those students.

 

Jesse Carr, an operator at our Chisholm Creek/Deer Creek team in

Oklahoma City, spoke to an intersession class at University of Central

Oklahoma regarding point source pollution. He was assisted by Joshua

Wolfe, lead lab technician, Beau Howard, lead operator, and

accompanied by Val Belfiglio, plant manager.

 

The team covered several aspects of wastewater treatment, highlighting

the important roles we play in environmental protection and public

health. The class participants were engaged and interactive, asking well

thought-out and pertinent questions. We were able to provide in depth

answers and further their understanding of important issues.

 

The experience was beneficial to all in attendance, introducing an often

overlooked but rewarding career field to several talented students and

helping to bolster our relationship with the community we serve. We have

received positive feedback from the course instructor and Mr. Carr has

been invited to give another presentation in May 2019!    

Kiril Hristovski, Ph.D., for a tour.  Mark

Horn and Ken Snow from the Town of

Gilbert, as well as Fred Edgecomb and

Charles Hernandez from Inframark, lead

the tour. The students are learning how to

operate water and wastewater facilities

along with studying compliance and

regulations. The students plan on getting

certifications in both fields and becoming

operators, which is helpful given the

industries expected “silver tsunami” and a

need for young operators.  
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https://www.utilitiestechoutlook.com/magazines/March2019/Asset_Managment
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Over 200 managers and award-nominated employees from our organization, as

well as 13 vendors, gave their time and resources to attend and contribute. You all

made our first Managers Team Meeting as Inframark a success and it was a great

pleasure to see so many of you there!

 

Congratulations to all of this years award winners! We gave out 12 awards to

individuals and teams that have made significant contributions promoting and

enhancing our company and the communities that we serve.

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO PARTICIPATED

IN OUR BIENNIAL MANAGERS TEAM

MEETING IN ORLANDO LAST MONTH.

1

2 3



4 5

6

7

8 9

10 11

1. Shannan Kester (Johnstown, Penn.) - Individual Community Champion Award

2. Jerry Shupe representing Chatham, Va. - Deal/Renewal of the Year Award

3. Melissa Hargrove representing Bridgeland, Texas - Team Community Champion Award

4. Mark Steelman (Houston, Texas) - Manager of the Year Award

5. Oklahoma City team - Technology and  Innovation Award

6. Carmen Trevino (Katy, Texas) - Employee of the Year Award

7. Priscilla Stonehouse (Deltona, Fla.) - CEO Award

8. Toni Carlisle representing Sandy Springs, Ga. - IMS Outstanding Project of the Year Award

9. Bill Good and Ryan Renzy representing Information Technology team = Most Valuable Support Services Team of

the Year Award

10. Charles Overby representing Danville, Va. and Joseph Padalino representing the ARS team - WIO Outstanding

Project of the Year Awards

11. Melissa Roberts (Austin, Texas) - Stellar Service Award

And the award goes to...



During our quarterly meeting last

month, we celebrated several members

of the Houston Customer Service team

that made a huge impact within our

department for 2018. The Customer

Service Representative of the Year

2018 award was given to Maribel

Condon. Maribel was nominated by

her peers for her willingness to assist

others, take on additional projects and

show team spirit every day. Anna

Baptiste, Deborah Dumas and Carol

Richard were awarded the GEM

Award 2018 for always going the extra

mile to assist the team, other

departments and, most importantly,

our customers. Martha Brzozowski was

awarded the Perfect Attendance

Award 2018 for her dedication and

excellent service.  Each recipient

received an award, $25 gift card and

lunch with Customer Service Manager

Aretha Morris and VP of Customer

Service & IMS Chris Tarase. 

PURE PARTNERSHIP

STARTS WITH US

SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

INDUSTRY >

CELEBRATING OUR
VALUED
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES!

30 YEARS

Thomas Christopher - Cleveland, Miss. 

Jon Cooksey - Claremore, Okla.

Juan Montano - Houston, Texas

25 YEARS

Scott Jones - Horsham, Penn.

Annette Mahon - Katy, Texas

Scott Manuel - Austin, Texas

20 YEARS

Lucien Ferron - Bridgeport, Conn.

Luvinia La Cap - Coral Springs, Fla.

Sonia Rowley - Coral Springs, Fla.

Eslie Velez - Bridgeport, Conn.

15 YEARS

Gary Brummer - Richmond, Texas

Jeromy Brush - Oklahoma City, Okla.

Paula Davis - Coral Springs, Fla.

Alan Desrosiers - Celebration, Fla.

Stephanie Martin - Katy, Texas

William McGreevy - Downingtown, Penn.

Galdino Perez - Richmond, Texas

Michelle Truesdell Perkins - Gilbert, Ariz.

Ralph Simeone - Bridgeport, Conn.

Thomas Varley - Bridgeport, Conn.

10 YEARS

Santos Chicas - Richmond, Texas

Timothy Cisco - Houston, Texas

Sheridan Henderson - Downingtown, Penn.

Wade Keener - Lititz, Penn.

Aaron Landry - Belle Chase, La.

Christian Mease - Downingtown, Penn.

Christopher Piela - Downingtown, Penn.

Amy Seawright - Houston, Texas

James Tate - Houston, Texas

Joshua Wolfe - Oklahoma City, Okla.

5 YEARS

Robert Allard - Bridgelands, Texas

Roy Aristizabal - Brookshire, Texas

Kevin Cahoon - Mustang, Okla.

James Cooper - Bridgeport, Conn.

Arturo Cruz - Bridgeport, Conn.

Kerry Comisky - Bridgeport, Conn.

Jason Demel - Brookshire, Texas

Robert Jelicks - Fresh Kills, N.Y.

Shannan Kester - Johnstown, Penn.
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EMPLOYEE

SPOTLIGHT

How Would Your Colleagues Describe

You?

 

Hopefully they would say I lead by

example.

 

Name One Thing that Most People Do

Not Know About You.

 

I started out with a sociology degree

from Millersville University.  I kind of

stumbled into this industry.  I think it has

actually been useful when trying to

change project cultures and increase

employee engagement. 
 

What Is Your Favorite Thing to Do

Outside of Work?

 

My kids are 12 and 14 years old, so I

spend most of my free time chasing

after them and attending their

activities.  I do like to exercise.  During

the warmer months, I enjoy riding my

bicycle. 

What Is the Best Advice You Ever

Received?

 

My wife told me a long time ago, “If you

want to change your life, you need to

take steps to drive the change; do not

just sit around and hope it will change.” 

MICHAEL

WOLGEMUTH

Describe Your Typical Day at

Inframark.

 

I generally work out of the Lititz office

three days per week.  The other two

days are spent visiting my projects.  I
make my best effort to attend staff

meetings and also attend as many client

meetings as I can.  I spend most of my

time supporting my team, ensuring

clients are satisfied and looking for new

opportunities.

 

What Is Most Satisfying about the Work

You Do?

 

If you asked me this question two years

ago, my answer would be

troubleshooting complex water and

wastewater issues.  Since I took on my

role as regional manager, I have really

developed a passion for developing our

team.  Working with the managers and

their staff as we try and prepare them to

grow into the future leaders has become

very satisfying to me.
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OFF THE CLOCK

& IN THE COMMUNITY

HOWDY, HOWDY FROM

THE TEXAS MUDS

Fire & Ice Festival

The 14th annual Lititz Fire

& Ice festival kicked off on

February 15. Live ice

sculpting and fire shows

were on view at numerous

locations along the 

town’s Broad and Main streets. We also

had our very own Inframark ice sculpture

along the route courtesy of Connie

Trynovich. 

Royal High School

Career Day

On Friday, March 1,

Mark Yentzen and Mark

Nelson had an

opportunity to speak

with four classes during

the Royal High School 

On Friday, February 22, the Houston area Texas MUDs team co-

hosted the annual Badland Bandits Gang Go Texan BBQ Round-Up.

This event is attended by our clients and consultants, marking the

beginning of the Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo and getting

Houstonians in the spirit of the largest rodeo in the world.  Inframark

Pitmaster Steve Rassette (pictured at left above) and team prepared

and cooked 434 lbs. of brisket, 249 lbs. of ribs and 150 lbs. of

sausage.  More than 700 guests attended the event held at Wild

West and raved about the food and great service provided by our

wonderful team of volunteers.  Good food, good music and a great

time was had by all. 

Career Day. The students ranged from

freshmen to seniors and rotated about

every 45 minutes. During this annual

event, Inframark has the opportunity to

help serve the community by providing

additional career paths and answer any

questions the students may have. On this

occasion, one of the students said

Inframark had the best session he

attended that day. 

Stream Clean

Our Lititz, Penn. team

partnered again in

March with the Lititz

Run Watershed

Alliance, whose vision is

to continuously improve 

their communities water quality.  Our crew

participated in a local stream cleanup. 
This event precedes World Water Day,

which also holds a special place in the

hearts of everyone at Inframark.  
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From water and wastewater operations to financial and

community management and specialized support services,

Inframark delivers best-in-class solutions designed to meet the

needs of today’s municipalities, municipal utility districts and

industries.

 

As a recognized leader in Water Infrastructure Operations and

Infrastructure Management Services, we address our clients’

greatest challenges and protect their most critical resource —

working side by side with them to achieve the highest levels of

performance, safety, compliance and reliability.

inframark.com

PURE PARTNERSHIP

We’re a New Breed of Partner.
Continuously improving the critical resource that

helps communities, industries and economies prosper.

https://twitter.com/PurePartnership
https://www.facebook.com/PurePartnership/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/inframark/
http://www.inframark.com/


THANK YOU TO ALL WHO PARTICIPATED IN OUR

BIENNIAL MANAGERS TEAM MEETING IN

ORLANDO LAST MONTH.

We would like to give special thanks to our gold and silver sponsors and to the Westgate Lakes Resort & Spa for hosting

us during the event, and especially to our effective teams, which did outstanding work in organizing the event! 


